GLOSSARY:

1. ACHIEVED STATUS: Status attributed to an individual on the basis of his own performance.

2. COMMUNICATION NETWORK: The arrangement (or pattern) of communication channels among the members of a group.

3. COMPLETE MUTUAL: Two individuals choosing each other on all the criteria mentioned in the test.

4. CONFORMITY: The degree to which an individual behaviour corresponds to the norms of his group.

5. DESCRIPTIVE EXPLORATORY STUDY: A research technique for describing small groups often for the purpose of identifying relationships among variables.

6. GROUP: Two or more persons who are interacting with one another in such a manner that each person influences and is influenced by each other person.

7. GROUP COHESIVENESS: The resultant of all those forces acting upon group members are mutually satisfying.

8. GROUP COMPOSITION: The relationship among the characteristics of individuals who compose the group.

9. GROUP GOAL: An end state desired by a majority of the members of a group. The group may have a single goal or multiple goals.

10. GROUP STRUCTURE: The pattern of relationships among the position/social status in the group.
11. INTERPERSONAL RELATIONSHIPS: A relationship between two or more persons developed through interaction on a number of specific occasions.

12. ISOLATE: Receiving no choices. Positive as well as negative.

13. KITE: Three or more than three individual choosing each other, and any one of them individual connecting mutually another outer individual.

14. MUTUAL CHOICE: Two individual choosing each other on the same criteria employed.

15. NEGATIVE CHOICES: Number of dislike expressed for an individual.

16. NEGLECTEE: Receiving minimum choices.

17. NORMAL: Receiving average number of preferences.

18. NORMS: Rules of Conduct: Standards which specify appropriate behaviour in the group.

19. POSITION: The persons standing in the group; the total characterization of the differentiated parts of the group that are associated with a given member of the group.

20. POSITIVE CHOICES: Number of preferences expressed for an individual.

21. REJECTEE: Receiving greater negative choices.

22. ROLE: The behaviours expected of the occupant of a given position in a group by other group members.